1. The maps above reflect which of the following continuities in American History prior to the Civil War?

(A) The resistance of non slaveholding territories to the settlement of escaped slaves

(B) Sustained efforts among slaves to resist and escape enslavement

(C) Continued efforts by slaveholders to replenish the labor supply with non slave laborers

(D) Ongoing efforts by the US Federal government to enforce runaway slave laws.

2. The addition of escape routes and corridors heading to Caribbean nations reflects which of the following international developments of the mid 1800’s?

(A) The success of the Mexican Revolution against Spain

(B) The adoption of slave labor agriculture in Canada

(C) The expansion of slavery into western territories

(D) The abolition of slavery in British controlled territories

3. The most likely cause of the difference in escape routes and corridors between the two maps is:

(A) The increase in slave labor agriculture in the South due to increased cotton farming in response to the demands of the industrial revolution

(B) The decrease in slave labor agriculture in the South due to long term environmental degradation caused by tobacco farming

(C) The outlawing of slavery in northern territories west of the Mississippi River as part of the Missouri Compromise

(D) The expansion of slavery into Texas and other southwestern territories ended all westward routes of escape